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Abstract--Grid computing is type of distributed system. 

Connections over network can be reutilized several times. In 

grid computing more than one computer is connected to 

each other. A node over grid network can be share system as 

well as other component such as printer, memory, disk, data 

application, storage and computing cycle. Grid computing 

connects computer system from more than one 

administrative domain to resume a common goal to short out 

a single process. The scope of grid computing provides a 

framework for exploiting underutilized resources and thus 

has the possibility of substantially increasing the efficiency 

of resource usages. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to fulfill the user expectations in terms of 

performance and efficiency, the Grid system needs efficient 

load balancing algorithms for the distribution of tasks. A 

load balancing algorithm attempts to improve the response 

time of user’s submitted applications by ensuring maximal 

utilization of available resources. The main goal is to 

prevent, if possible, the condition where some processors 

are overloaded with a set of tasks while others are lightly 

loaded or even idle [2]. A typical distributed system will 

have a number of interconnected resources who can work 

independently or in cooperation with each other [4]. 

                A computational Grid environment behaves like a 

virtual organization consisting of distributed resources. A 

computational Grid environment behaves like a virtual 

organization consisting of distributed resources. A Virtual 

Organization is a set of individuals and institutions defined 

by a definite set of sharing rules like what is shared, who is 

allowed to share, and the conditions under which the sharing 

takes place is a set of individuals and institutions defined by 

a definite set of sharing rules like what is shared, who is 

allowed to share, and the conditions under which the sharing 

takes place. [7] 

Given the distribution of tremendous resources in a 

Grid environment and the size of the data to be moved, it 

becomes clear that this approach is not accurate because 

following properties. 

 Heterogeneity: Heterogeneity exists in both of 

computational and networks resources. 

 Autonomy: Because the multiple administrative 

domains that share Grid resources, a site are viewed as 

an autonomous computational entity [9]. 

 Scalability and adaptability: A Grid might grow from 

few resources to millions. This raises the problem of 

potential performance degradation as the size of a Grid 

increase [3].  

 Resource selection and computation-data separation:  

In traditional systems, executable codes of applications 

and input/output data are usually in the same site, or the 

input sources and output destinations are determined before 

the submission of an application [2, 4]. Thus the cost for 

data staging can be neglected or the cost is a constant 

determined before execution and load balancing algorithms 

need not consider it. But in a Grid the computation sites of 

an application are usually selected by the Grid scheduler 

according to resource status and some performance 

criterion. [4]  

II. TYPES OF GRID 

 Cluster Grid: A.

Cluster Grid is simplest form of Grid and provides a 

compute service to the group or department level. 

 
Fig. 1: Cluster Grids 

 Enterprise Grids: B.

Enterprise Grids enable multiple project or department to 

share recourses with in enterprise or campus and not 

necessary have to address security and other global policy 

management issues associated with global Grid. [8] 

 
Fig. 2: Enterprise Grids 

 Global Grids: C.

Global Grids are collection of enterprise and cluster Grid as 

well as other geographically distributed resources, all of 

which are agreed upon global usage policies and protocols 

to enable resources sharing. [5] 
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Fig. 3: Sharing of Resources in Global Grids 

 Compute Grids: D.

A compute Grid is essentially a collection of distributed 

computing resources, within or across locations that are 

aggregated to act as a unified processing resource or virtual 

supercomputer. 

 Data Grids: E.

 A data Grid provides wide area, secure access to current 

data. Data Grids enable users and applications to manage 

and efficiently use database information from distributed 

locations. 

 Compute Grids: F.

A compute Grid is essentially a collection of distributed 

computing resources, within or across locations that are 

aggregated to act as a unified processing resource or virtual 

supercomputer. 

 Data Grids: G.

 A data Grid provides wide area, secure access to current 

data. Data Grids enable users and applications to manage 

and efficiently use database information from distributed 

locations. 

III. COMPARISON OF LOAD BALANCING IN GCE AND DCE 

Sometimes, Grid Computing environments (GCE) are seen 

as the successors of distributed computing environments 

(DCEs). Nevertheless, these two environments are 

fundamentally different. A DCE environment is rather 

predictable: the nodes are usually homogeneous, the 

availability of resources is based on reservation, and the 

processing speeds are static and known beforehand. [3] A 

Grid environment, however, is highly unpredictable in many 

respects: resources have different and usually unknown 

capacities, they can be added and removed at any time, and 

the processing speeds fluctuate over time. In this context, it 

is challenging to realize good performance of parallel 

applications running in a Grid environment. Nature of Grid 

makes Load Balancing important in case of Grid 

environment compare to DCE. 

In order to make optimal balancing and work 

distribution decisions in Grid environment, a load balancer 

needs to take some or all of the following information into 

consideration: 

 Available capacity on each node (CPU, memory, disk 

space)  

 Current load of each node  

 Required capacity for each task  

 Network connectivity and capacity  

 Communication pattern for each task (if applicable)  

IV.  LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS 

Algorithms can be classified into two categories:- 

 Static or dynamic. 

 Static Load Balancing Algorithm A.

 
Fig.  4:  Static load balancing 

Some static load balancing techniques are:- 

 Round robin algorithm - the tasks are passed to 

processes in a sequential order; when the last 

process has received a task the schedule continues 

with the first process (a new round)  

 Randomized algorithm: the allocation of tasks to 

processes is random  

 Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm: B.

 
Fig. 5: Dynamic load balancing 

Dynamic load balancing algorithms make changes to the 

distribution of work among workstations at run-time; they 

use current or recent load information when making 

distribution decisions. Multicomputers with dynamic load 

balancing allocate/reallocate resources at runtime based on 

no a priori task information, which may determine when and 

whose tasks can be migrated. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have shown that how grid computing 

works. Grid can be work faster as compare to single 

computing because working of multicomputer as compare to 

single resource is always better. . There are a number of 

factors, which can affect the grid application performance 

like load balancing, heterogeneity of resources and resource 

sharing in the Grid environment. 
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